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Few clips from today’s Push session. Keep everything low volume 1-2 sets. Usually in the 5-7 rep range first set 12ish for the second. All sets to failure.
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The Tri-Tren 200 by LA-Pharma is a Mix of 3 esters of Trenbolone. Trenbolone Acetate 50mg/ml, Trenbolone Enanthate 100mg/ml and Trenbolone Hexahydrobenzylcarbonate
50mg/ml. With this mix you'll get incredible muscle definition.
� I had plans for both top surgery and a full hysterectomy this year. I have other health concerns for my uterus aside from my dysphoria, so I am working on getting into planned
parenthood now that I don’t have insurance to see if we can get that at least done before I get more sick.
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In the left picture is me nearly a year ago to the date, lost, empty, broken, and virtually exhausted with the life I was leading. My second engagement had ended just months prior
and recovering from the relationship itself was wearing me thin. The end was brought on by a multitude of problems, red flags I've should have seen, but the biggest was my own
innate sense of knowing I wasn't who I was supposed to be. I allowed myself, in this engagement and all previous relationships to not accept it love myself, and instead turned to
living a life for others. Doing anything and everything in my power to please those around me while I became more miserable by the day.

Tri-tren 200 dosage is going to be much lower than you may expect due to the highly potent nature of the compound. Whereas you would inject up to 1000 mg of other products
during the course of a typical cycle week, you'll need to stick to a maximum of 400 mg when using tri-trenbolone if you want to avoid adverse side effects.
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A: Tri Tren is a steroid manufactured by Dragon Pharma which delivers 50 mg of Trenbolone Acetate, Trenbolone Hexa and Trenbolone Enanthate.Individually, these compounds
each work to raise blood plasma levels of Trenbolone, which results in extreme aggression, muscle growth, increases in strength levels, and decreases in body fat
reserves.Together, they deliver a synergistic effect, resulting ...
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